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SU 
The University of New Mexico 
FACULTY SENATE 
NIARIZED MEE 11 G MINUTES 
November 28, 2000 
The Faculty Senate meeting for November 28, 2000, was called to order at 3:35 p.m. , in the Kiva. 
Senate President John Geissman presided. 
Senators present: Dorothy Baca (Theatre & Dance), Beth Bailey (American Studies), Connie Casebolt 
(Gallup), Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering), Teresa Cordova (Architecture & Planning), Ellen 
Cosgrove (Internal Medicine), Helen Damico (English), Julie Depree (Valencia), Peter Dorato (Electrical 
& Computer Engineering), Judith Ducharme (Health Sciences Center Library), David Dunaway (English), 
Nina Fonoroff (Media Arts), Barbara Fricke (Pathology), Jan Gamradt (Individual Family & Community 
Education), John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Science), Jeffrey Griffith (Biochemistry & Molecular 
Biology), Gail Houston (English), Kathleen Keating (General Library), Loren Ketai (Radiology), Byron 
Lindsey (Foreign Languages & Literatures), George Luger (Computer Science), Katrina Magee (Dental 
Hygiene), Leslie McFadden (Earth & Planetary Science), Carolyn Milligan (Gallup), Jill Morford 
(Linguistics), Scott Ness (Microbiology & Molecular Genetics), Leslie Oakes (Anderson Schools of 
Management), Peter Pabisch (Foreign Language & Literatures), John Panitz (Physics & Astronomy), J. 
David Pitcher (Orthopaedics), John Roberts (Sociology), Virginia Shipman (Individual Family & 
Community Education), Pauline Turner (Individual Family & Community Education), Richard Waterman 
(Political Science), Sandra Whisler (Pediatrics), Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) 
Senators absent: Mazan Jamal (Internal Medicine), Judy Maloof (Spanish & Portuguese), Paul Mann 
(Pharmacy), Nathalie Martin (Law), Andrew Mehalic (Radiology), Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear 
Engineering), Ronald Reichel (University Honors), Meggan Smelser (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Teresa 
Wilkins (Gallup) 
Excused absences: Steve Block (Music), Richard Cripps (Biology), Karen Heller (Individual Family & 
Community Education), James Porter (Anderson Schools of Management), Mario Rivera (Public 
Administration), Sally Ruybal (Nursing), Harriet Smith (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Craig Timm (Internal 
Medicine}, Judy Voelz (Internal Medicine) 
Guests present: Beverly Burris (Sociology), Judith Ponticell (Educational Leadership & Organizational 
Leaming}, Richard Von Dongen (Education), Carolyn Gonzales (Public Affairs), Hugh Witemeyer 
(English), David Stuart (Academic Affairs), Nancy Uscher (Academic Affairs), Phyllis A. Mingus-Pepin 
(Los Alamos) 
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
A motion to approve the agenda was seconded and adopted by unanimous voice vote of the 
Senate. 
2- APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR OCTOBER 24, 2000 
The summarized minutes for the October 24, 2000, meeting were adopted by unanimous voice 
vote of the Senate. 
3. PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
President William Gordon reported that the Commissi_on on Hi~her Education fully supported_the 
two-year and four-year institutions' requests for a 7% increase in faculty ~nd_ st~ff compensation. A 
handout was available that listed UNM's requests and showed the_ Commissi_on s 
recommendations. He added that there were two changes m~de in the fund1~g formula: O~e 
involved the addition of salary money to the formula that p~ev1ously was outside ~~e leg1sl~t1ve 0 
base; the second change involved adjusting tuition money into the formula. A tu1t1on credit of 4 Yo 
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was recommended by the CHE. President Gordon said that he would be working with the 
legislature to attempt to reduce the 4% credit because it meant that tuition would need to be raised 
by 4% for UNM's budget to remain constant. Higher Education will present its case to the 
Legislative Finance Committee on December 14. He encouraged anyone in the Faculty Senate 
helping out in Santa Fe to contact Judy Jones within the next few days to determine if there are 
things they can do prior to the hearing. 
President Gordon was concerned about the reports of decreases in tenure track faculty on campus. 
He was confused about the issue because the figures that he has been looking at for the main 
campus indicate that UNM is about today where it was in 1996 in terms of tenure track faculty. 
Although the effects of the 1997 hiring freeze had some impact on the issue, the total number of 
tenure track faculty are up to almost where they were prior to the freeze. These numbers do not 
include this academic year. Other figures show a substantial increase in non-tenure track, full-
time faculty. Between 1996 and 1999, UNM saw the full-time non-tenure track faculty on the main 
campus rise from 145 to 200. Part-time non-tenure track faculty grew from 365 to 419. Relative 
proportions, of course, of tenure track faculty to total faculty diminished because of increases in 
full-time non-tenure track faculty and part-time non-tenure track faculty. As for student population 
there was an increase in undergraduate students of about 8% during that time, but there was a 
decline up until this year in the graduate student population, which is down about 9%. When 
President Gordon investigated overall student/faculty ratios, they were similar to what they were 
prior to the hiring freeze. He did not know where the increase in full-time and part-time non-tenure 
track faculty came from. President Gordon spoke with Provost Foster regarding this issue and his 
concern about it. He said UNM should maintain if not and increase full-time tenure track faculty. 
An analysis of the issue will be done. This issue, he added will have an impact on Strategic 
Planning for UNM. He will try to have more information on the issue by the next Faculty Senate 
meeting. 
Hugh Witemeyer (English) asked President Gordon to look at the distribution of those positions 
because some departments seem to have less tenure track faculty than previously, while other 
departments appear to have more. President Gordon said he did not have specific reasons for 
this, but an analysis of the issue may reveal statistics showing where those positions have gone. 
Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering) had a question regarding one of the Athletic 
Councils' mandates to advise President Gordon about hiring and firing of head coaches. He 
wanted to know if President Gordon was advised of the recent firings. President Gordon said he 
was not. 
4. PROVOST'S REPORT 
Provost Foster reported that an Interim Director has been found for the Taos Cam~us. _Wynn 
Goering is the Interim Director beginning December 1. He has a PhD from the University of 
Chicago in English, was an undergraduate of Bethel College in Kansas where he later was a 
faculty member and Academic Dean, and he has completed an MBA at UNM. He has also been a 
lecturer at Anderson Schools of Management and has been working in the community for a social 
service agency. A search will begin immediately for a permanent director. 
Thomas Hixson one of the candidates for the Vice Provost of Research, has not been interviewed 
due to illness. Rescheduling will take place as soon as possible. 
Provost Foster reported that he has worked with nineteen com~ittees to prepa~e reports that are 
relevant to the substance of the strategic planning process. A hst of the committees -~s 
distributed. All nineteen reports have been completed, and he C?ngratulated all pa~1c1pants f~r 
their work. In the first couple of weeks of December, as well as m Janu~ry, there will be a sen4:s 
of forums to talk about the reports. The reports are in the process of being placed on the web site. 
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Paper copies of the bullet summaries of each of the reports will be distributed widely. Provost 
Foster e~~uraged everyone_to attend the forums and participate in the discussion. He explained 
that the timing of !he forums ,s unfortunate, however the planning process must be completed by 
the end of_ the spnng sem_ester. Therefore, discussion of the reports needs to be completed prior to 
that deadline. The Planning Task Force will meet after the first of the year to formulate the main 
goals of the plan. Those goals will be the subject matter of another set of committees which will 
write a substantial working paper on each of the goals. He asked for input on the issues. 
Provost Foster said there had been some misunderstanding and concern about the Environmental 
Scan document that was prepared as part of the planning process. The document still does not 
exist in final form. It is a basis for strategic planning about the environment of the university. 
Issues of tone and presentation have been a concern of those who have read drafts of the 
document. A final form of the document should be completed in the next few days. He asked that 
everyone remember that they are many predictions about the environment. It is the groups' 
understanding of UNM's current and near-future environment. Everything in the document is up 
for discussion. 
Provost Foster then asked for questions from Senators. There was some concern about the 
implication that in the future there would be fewer tenure track faculty, and UNM would rely more 
on part-time faculty. Provost Foster said that these are not statements about UNM, but an attempt 
to look at the environment of higher education. It is not a plan in itself but a prerequisite document 
talking about the strategic plan. President Gordon added that the document is meant to tell 
administrators what the issues are that UNM and other institutions of higher education are likely to 
face. He added that the document sounded as though certain issues might be something 
happening in UNM's particular future, but changes to the tone were being made. Provost Foster 
added that if UNM does not know what is coming in the future, issues cannot be addressed 
effectively. Senator Peter Pabisch (Foreign Language & Literatures) asked if there was any 
mention of globalization in the scan. Provost Foster said he felt that it was covered. Another 
question was asked about revenue coming into play in the scan. Provost Foster said it is certainly 
part of the planning process. Another question was asked about why Financial Affairs was not 
involved in the discussion. Provost Foster said that Financial Affairs has to do with financial 
management. 
Discretionary, support-type funds were the next topic of Provost Foster. He indicated that the 
Provost's Office has no money, partially due to the cost of searches to fill vacancies for Deans. 
Provost Foster then gave several examples of requests often made of his office, including when a 
faculty member decides to leave UNM and UNM wants to fight to retain that person, there is no 
money to make counter offers. If a request is made to restructure graduate studies, there is no 
money. A proposal regarding partial recovery of vacancy funds was distributed. Meetings were 
held with the Deans Council to produce a proposal to generate small amounts of funds for the 
Provost's Office. He indicated that there are a couple of concerns with the proposal. One is the 
relatively small amount of money it would generate, and secondly it is across the board. The 
proposal would produce approximately $120,000 of recurrin_g ~one~ across the entir~ university 
and would produce about $200,000 of one-time money. This 1s flexible money but will produce 
enough to fund Dean searches and other necessary expenditures. Aspects of the plan have been 
discussed in several departments and have generated concern. Provost Foster explained that the 
proposal does not put any faculty positions at stake. 
Buelah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) expressed concern over the figures requested 
of CHE and noted that $2.8 million was requested for Institutional Support. The amount was cut by 
$2 million. Her understanding was that some of that money co~ld be ~sed for _the purpose t~e 
Provost had noted. Her question was how UNM intends to continue without th•~ type of funding. 
Provost Foster said he did not know and that he did not want to start a reallocation process 
because there was no strategic plan to govern it. Provost Foster said also that he thought the 
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planning process would aid in d~termining how to allocate funds for issues such as flexible money. 
He suggested that the proposal 1s a short-term solution, but not a good idea for long-term operation 
of the University. 
Another concern was expressed by Gail Houston (English) regarding that the faculty were not 
consulted on the process and that some felt that the departments had been cannibalized and the 
proposal thrust upon them. She asked about the relationship between the Administration and the 
faculty and whether the Faculty Senate has any input on this type of decision. Provost Foster said 
that if you want to get into one side of the question, then you have to get into the other side and 
that the Faculty Senate may not be interested in getting involved in the highly political arena of 
deciding who to take money from and who to give it to. He considers the proposal more of an 
issue of financial management involving a fairly small amount of money. If the issue was major 
reallocation, Provost Foster said that would be a completely different matter. At that point 
institutional priorities would be for baseline management. It was pointed out to Provost Foster by 
Senator Houston that the amount of money may not seem very large to him but that to small 
departments it was. Senator Houston said she would like to be asked by the Administration if 
solutions to such issues were good ideas. 
A question about why the School of Medicine was not included in the proposal was asked. Provost 
Foster said that it wa a completely different revenue stream and has nothing to do with Academic 
Affairs on Main Campus. 
David Dunaway (English) asked if faculty left positions, would they then not be replaced. Provost 
Foster said no, but it would also depend on the college. 
Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) noted that with regard to Senator Houston's 
point about faculty involvement, that the Faculty Senate Budget Committee could have handled 
this issue without the full Senate. Provost Foster said he had no problem with talking to them and 
working on the plan. 
Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering) asked if there could be some shaving of Administration to 
cover such an issue. Provost Foster said there could be, but the money is minuscule. He added 
that he needs alternatives if the faculty expects to find Deans. 
Hugh Witemeyer (English) expressed concern that $250,000 had been found at one time to fund 
advertising for UNM and could it not be found elsewhere for this issue. Provost Foster said that he 
did not know about other money but that some things are going to have to be completed to address 
the mission of UNM. He added that everything is a trade-off when it comes to funding the 
University. 
5. SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
Information about a New Mexico Virtual College has been received from the NM CHE; however 
further information will be obtained to present to the Faculty Senate at a future meeting. 
The Faculty Senate Operations Committee has concerns due to Judith Du~h~rm~'s retirement in 
January. A replacement is being sought. Additionally, there has been no md1cat1on from members 
about interest in becoming President-Elect of the Faculty Senate. 
President Geissman indicated that the Faculty Senate Operations Committee had some concerns. 
Judith Ducharme (Health Sciences Center Library) retires in January (and her efforts ~re 
thanked). The Senate Operations Committee will n~ a repla~ement ~or her. In add1t1on, there 
was no indication from anyone that they would consider becoming P~es1dent-Elect of the Faculty 
Senate. President Geissman said he had been too busy to go knocking on doors but that he would 
be doing more work on this as he could find time. 
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O_nce per semester the Faculty Senate meeting will be held on North Campus. The next meeting 
will be he~d at the College of Nursing's Auditorium on January 23, 2001, at 3:30 p.m. Note that the 
date was incorrectly reported to be January 30 at the meeting. John Geissman will not be 
presiding at this meeting because he will be conducting field work in China. 
6. APPROVAL OF DEGREE CANDIDATES, FALL, 2000 
A motion to approve the list of degree candidates was seconded and adopted by unanimous voice 
vote of the Senate. 
7. APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FACULTY APPOINTMENTS TO 2000-01 COMMITTEES 
A m~tion to a~prove faculty appointments to 2000-01 committees was seconded and approved by 
unanimous voice vote of the Senate. The following are the approved appointees: 
Budget Committee 
Robert Palmer (Nursing/Pharmacy), Term Ends 2002 
Honorary Degree Committee 
John Lawrence (School of Medicine), Term Ends 2001 
Research Policy Committee 
Jennifer Predock-Linnell (Theatre & Dance), Term Ends 2003 
Scholarship, Prizes, Loans Committee 
Niles McCall (Health Sciences Center Library), Term Ends 2002 
Diane Rawls (University Honors Program), Term Ends 2002 
Elizabeth Steinhagen (General Library), Term Ends 2002 
8. APPROVAL OF FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE 
Form C for the AA in Education-Education Department-Valencia was briefly discussed and some 
concern was expressed over core curriculum and inconsistencies in allowing students to substitute 
classes. This Form C will be readdressed at the January Faculty Senate meeting once it has been 
further discussed. 
A motion and second to approve Forms C for AA degree Early Childhood Multicultural Education-
Los Alamos; AA degree Pre-BBA-Los Alamos; AA degree in Southwest Studies-Social & Cultural 
Studies Department-Valencia; and, AA degree in Liberal Arts-Social & Cultural Studies 
Department-Valencia and passed by unanimous voice vote of the Senate. Approved Forms C will 
be forwarded to the Registrar's Office. The remaining unapproved Form C will be on the agenda 
for the January Faculty Senate meeting. 
9. REPORT OF THE FACULTY ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: SUMMARY OF FACULTY SURVEY 
Beverly Burris (Sociology) distributed Preliminary Results of the questionnaire distributed at the 
October 3, 2000, Faculty Forum. She noted that stagnant faculty sal~ries _and benefits _were the 
largest issue of the survey but that several other issues were rated fairly high as far as interest and 
response. Additionally, she indicated that the survey results we~e ~If-explanatory and tha~ due to 
the length of the meeting, she would be available after the meeting 1f there were any questions. 
10. OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS 
Concerns regarding the Athletic Council from earlier in the meeting, as well as others, were 
brought up again. The fact that the Council did not advise Presid~nt Gordon o~ t~e r~nt firing of 
a head coach and did not inform him of which conferences UNM Is able to part1c1pate in were 
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conveyed to the Senate. Senate President Geissman suggested a letter be prepared to the 
Athletic Council from the Senate expressing concern over the Council not being able to follow 
mandates. 
Byron Lindsey (Foreign Language & Literatures) said he felt other issues of the Athletic Council 
needed to be addressed as well , such as offering out of state scholarships to so many athletes 
while neglecting in-state athletes. He indicated that he would like the issue to be an item on the 
January agenda. 
Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) noted that the charge of the Athletic Council 
arose from Lobogate which was a major scandal some years ago. At that time the press always 
asked where the faculty was on the issue. The charge gave the Athletic Council a lot of power and 
Senator Woodfin felt that the Faculty Senate Handbook may shed light on the idea that the recent 
firing may have been illegal. She added that the legislature mandated the Council to use a certain 
percentage of monies for New Mexico residents and that in order to stay within those mandates the 
Council has given money to New Mexico resident to participate in minor sports. 
It was suggested that the Chair of the Athletic Council be asked to attend the February Faculty 
Senate meeting and report on their actions. 
Hugh Witemeyer (English) indicated that the strategic planning process is a serious concern of a 
group of faculty who feel that all faculty should be wary of the process and that there are hidden 
agendas by the Administration. He noted several warning signs that are being seen including, top 
down management processes, under-funding of projects and faculty compensation, and the long-
range vision of UNM as a corporation. He added that the Provost is playing down most concerns 
of faculty. He read and pointed out several phrases of the Environmental Scan that concerned 
faculty feel are indicative of hidden meaning. He added that opinions articles by the group will 
appear in the next few issues of the Daily Lobo. 
Senator Peter Pabisch (Foreign Language & Literatures) explained that there have been long-time 
problems with Administration, but they are people selected by faculty. He asked for more 
diplomacy in addressing issues with them. He suggested that the Faculty Senate ask them to slow 
down the process and to not be as adversarial. 
General concern over how well Administration responds to concerns on issues raised by the faculty 
was briefly discussed, and due to the lateness of the hour no general consensus of how to handle 
the matter was reached. 
11. ADJOURNMENT 
The Faculty Senate meeting for November 28, 2000, was adjourned at 5:35 p.m. 
;~by 
Administrative Assistant II 
Office of the Secretary 
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Approved by: 
~(M__{t~ 
Vivian Valencia 
University Secretary 
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NEW APPOINTMENTS TO COMMITTEES 
(for approval by F acuity Senate) 
January 23, 2001 
CAMPUS PLANNING 
Thomas M. Williams (Pathology) .... . Term Ends 2002 
(j) 
0·162 
QmE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
FORMC 
Date: Apr il 21 , 2000 
)on Conescu , Ph .D. 
(Name 01 ln6Yidual niuab'lg cumcular change torm) 
Chair , Edu ca t i on Dep t. 
(TIiie. pou,on. lelepn0ne m.moer) 
UNM - Val enc i a 
(~n:,gram/Branc:tl) 
CIP CODE 
Auigned by . 
Aaoc:lste""'-1 
tor i\Qoemlc Attalra 
UNIT' PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (rt necessa ) 
3. College Curriculum Committee (rt necessary) ry 
4. College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (rt applicable) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I l , _ 
I < 
I (II 
I C, 
I 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
Marl< appropriate Program: 
This form is for Associate of Art s in Educati on 
Undergraduate Degree Program £1 Name of New or Exismg Program 
Grad~te_ Degree Program O This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog : 
lf=:>!.~~!'~~~~~.:?~~L-·-·-·- on page(s) Pp. 50 - 51 : [!I 
•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•- I ~ Mark appropriate category ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- : [ 
NEW: REVISION OF: 
Degree U · □ Undergra~ie 0 
T,i,o 
degree only 
Major D D 
Minor D D 
Concentration D .0 
Certificate D D 
Emphasis 0 0 
Department o· ■ 
•5ee New Units p:)[cy Guidsowie.s boc:i< . 
DELETION: 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
0 
NAME CHANGE: 
□ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I (II 
I C. ,,.... ·~ :! 
I :, 
I:;' 
I I» 
,3 
I (II ,~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
In 
!l 
Q 
C. 
§ 
co 
lvuable 1rtrn )he ProYos:'s 01fica. . I Q 
Im : 
Give exact ~e and requi~ments as they should appear in the tal 
(attach additional sheets rt necessary). Identity in b k ca og. _See current catalog for format within the respective college 
rac et form what JS being changed. 
I ·'O 
I %, Q 
: ~ 0 
I (II Z 
I 0. r° 
(please ref er t o attachments ) 
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets ·1 
1 necessary). 
e: ______ _ 
, ,... ,< 
I () • 
,Ill 
I .. . ~ , o 
I (!J ,-' 
I 
I 
t ( --· 
Date: v( 2. r( 0 cl =-- : 
I 
Date: , .- : 
Date: / 0~//0D - : 
Date: Ntati/f tJ - ! 
Date: _______ : 
~ ~ociate of Arts in Education 
The Associate of Arts in Education is designed to meet N ew Mexico State Teacher Licensure requ irements for the 
first rwo years of study . General education and core requirements will aniculate with al l N ew Mexico colleges of 
education. Students may concentrate in e ither elementary or secondary education . Al l courses offered are accepted 
by the UNM College of Education and apply toward a bachelor of ans or science in education with teacher licensure 
for elementary or secondary school teaching. 
Total credit hours required: 64 
General Ed1Jcation Requirement for Elementary Education Concentration: (60 Credits) 
Writing and Speaking: (12 credits) 
The student must take the following courses : 
ENGL 101 : Composition I: Exposition (3) 
E GL 102: Composition JI: Analysis and Argument (3) 
C & J 270: Communication for Teachers (3) 
LING 101 : Introduction to the Study of Language (3) 
Mathematics: (9 credits) 
The student must take the following courses: 
MA TH 111: Math for Elementary and Middle School Teachers I (3) 
MATH 112: Math for Elemenzary and Middle School Teachers II (3) 
MATH 215: Math for Elemenzary and Middle School Teachers Ill (3) 
Physical Sciences and Natural Sciences: (12 credits) 
The student must select three courses from the following list: 
ASTR l0lL: Introduction to Astronomy & Laboratory (4) 
BIOL 110: Biology for Non-Majors (3) and 
BIOL l 12L: Biology Laboratory for Non-Majors (1 ) 
BIOL 121 L: Principles of Biology & Laborawry ( 4) 
BIOL 122L: Principles of Biology & Laboratory (4) 
BIOL 123L: Biology for Health-Related Sciences and Non-Majors & Laboratory (4) 
CHEM 11 lL: Elements of General Chemistry & Laborawry (4) 
CHEM 121 L: General Chemistry & Laborarory ( 4) 
CHEM l 22L: General Chemistry & Laborawry ( 4) 
E & PS 101 : Physical Geology ( 4) and 
E & PS 105L: Physical Geology Laboratory ( l ) 
AT SC 261 L: Physical Science ( 4 )* 
AT SC 262L: Natural Science (4)* 
AT SC 263L: Environmental Science (4)* 
PHYSCS 151 L: General Physics & Laborarory ( 4) 
PHYSCS 152L: General Physics & Laboratory (4) 
PHYSCS 160L: General Physics & Laborarory (4 ) 
PHYSCS 161 L: General Physics & Laborarory ( 4) 
,. o~e: At least one course must be a lab (designated by "L") 
(highly recommended for Elementary Education maj ors) 
~~ciaVBehavioral Sciences: (6 credits) 
e student must select two courses chosen from: 
A TH lOl : Introduction co Anthropology (3 ) 
~NTH 130: Cultures of the World (3) 
EgoN 105: Introductory Macroeconomics (3) 
PO ON 106: Introductory Microeconomics (3) 
L SC ll0: Th e Political World(3 ) 
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POL SC 200: American Politics (3) 
PSYCH l 05 : General Psychology (3) 
SOC l 0 1: lnrroduczion 10 Sociology (3) 
Humanities: (12 credits) 
The student must take the following courses: 
HIST l 0 1: Western Civilization (3) or 
HIST l 02: Western Civilization (3) 
HIST 161 : History of the United States 10 1877 (3) or 
HIST 162: History of the Unired States since 1877 (3) 
HIST 260: History of New Mexico (3) 
History elective (3) 
Second Language: (3 credits)-
The student m~st complete one course chosen from SP AN JO J or a lower-division non-English language offerings of 
the Department of Linguistics, Spanish and Portuguese, and Foreign Languages and Literatures . 
Fine Arts: (6 credits) 
The student must complete the following courses: 
ART HI l 0 l : Introduction 10 Arr (3) 
MUSIC ED 298: Music for the Elementary Teachers (3) 
Core Curriculum: (4 Credits) 
The student must take the following courses: 
EDUC 124: lnzroduction to Computers for Educators (1) 
EDUC I 83 : lnzro~uctzon to Educazion in New Mexico (3) 
Note:_ Pre-professional educa_tion courses EDUC 313 (6), or ED PSY 303 (3) and ED PSY 31 o (3) may be 
substituted for the Core Curnculum requirements. 
Genera) Education Requirement for Secondary Education Concentration: (60 Credits) 
Writing and Speaking: (12 credits) 
The student must take the following courses: 
ENGL l O l : Composition J: Exposition (3) 
ENGL I 02: Com_position II: Analysis and Argument (3) 
C & J 130: Public Speaking (3) or 
C & J 270: Communication for Teachers (3) 
LING l O l: lntroduczion to the Szudy of Language (3) or 
ENGL elect1ve to be selected from th UNM -: . . . 
e Core Curnculum m "writing and speaking" or humanities. 
Mathematics: (6 credits) 
The student must take the tollow· 
MA mg courses: 
TH 120: lntennediaze Algebra (3) 
Note: Advanced-level courses ( e g MA TH 12 
grade of "C" or better in highs h. "j Al l, 150, I 80, or l 62) should be substituted for students who have a 
ST AT 145: An introduction Lo ~l;~stic}(;~ra II, Calculus, and/or Trigonometry. 
Physical Sciences and N . 
The student must select t~tural Sciences: (12 credits) 
BJOL 110 & l 12L 121L le2e2cLourses from the following list: 
16 ' ' 123L· CHEM l05L 
lL; E & ~s 10] & l05L; or ASTR 101. One & IO?L, 121L, l22L; PHYSCS 102L, l 51L, I 52L, l 60L, 
ASTR IOIL. fntroducrion to A 1 course muS! be a lab (designated by "L") BlOL 110: Bioiocn1 , 0 N Ms _ronomy & Labora1ory (4) · 
OJ J•.r on- a1ors (3) and 
L J J 2L: Biology Laboratory for Non-Majors (I) :~gL 121 L: Principles of Biology & Laboratory ((44)) . 
. . l .r Biology & Laboratory (4 ) BIOL 122L: Prmczp es O; l h R l d Sciences and Non-Majors & Laboratory 2"'L B. l gyfor Heat - e ate 
BIOL 1 ., : wlo , JGeneral Chemistry & Laboratory (4) 
CHEM 111 L: £ ements O; (4) 
CHEM 121 L: General Chemistry & Laboratory 
CHEM 122L: General Chemistry & Laboratory ( 4) 
E & PS JO 1: Physical Geology ( 4) and l 
E & PS I 05L: Physical Geology Laboratory ( ) 4 
PHYSCS 151L: General Physics & Laboratory(} 
PHYSCS 152L: General Physics & Laboratory (} 
PHYSCS l 60L: General Physics & Laboratory (4) 
PHYSCS 161L: General Physics & Laborawry ( i b "L") 
Note: At least one course must be a lab (designate y 
Social/Beha_~oral Sciences: (6 credits) om· 
The student must select two courses chosen ,!1" . 
ANTH 10 l: Introduction to Anthropology(-' ) 
Al\TTH 130: Cultures of the World (3) . .., 
ECON 105: introductory Macroeconom_ics (-') 
ECON 106: Introductory Microeconomics (3) 
POL SC 11 0: The Political World (3) 
POL SC 200: American Politics (3) 
PSYCH 105: General Psychology (3) 
SOC lo l : Introduction to Sociology (3) 
Humanities: (12 credits) 
The student must take the following courses: 
HIST 1 0} : Western Civilization (3) Q! 
HIST } 02: Wes tern Civilization (3) 
HIST 161 : History of the United States t~ 18 7 7 (3) 3 
HIST 162: History of the United States since I 877 ( ) 
HIST 260: History of New Mexico <3) 
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. . . . E lish languaQe offerings of Second Language: (3 credits) from SP AN 101 or a Jower-d1v1s10n non~ ng -
The student must complete one cour~e chosen d Foreign Languages and Literatures. 
the Deparnnent of Linguistics, Spanish and Portuguese, an 
Fine Arts: (6 credits) f . 
The student must complete two courses chosen rom. 
ART HI 10 l: Introduction to Art (3) 
MUSIC 139: Music Appreciation (3) 
Core Curriculum: (4 Credits) 
The student must take the following courses: 1 
EDUC 124: Introduction to Computers for Educato_rs ( i ., ma be 
EDUC 183 · Introduction to Education in New Mexzco(6()) ED PSY 303 (3) and ED PSY 3 1 0 (.,) y · . EDUC 3 I 3 , or Note: Pre-professional educanon courses_ 
substituted for the Core Curriculum requirements. 
pel.ge 3 oJ-
Q ~,,CE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
' ~ U-
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE 
Routing (All four copies) 
1 . Dean of Library Services (if neccessary) 
I J 
CIP CODE Da~: August 27, 1999 2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res_ & Tech), (it necessary) 
3. College Curnculum Committee (if necessary) 
__ J _an_G_a_m_r_a_d_t_--,~' _-rf__:_r_~...::-:_.--v\..:....:__.6_ ·"'v-..:__ 1 -l16 __ 1 ___ _ 
(Name ol 1ndov1dual 1l](l1a11ng curricular cnange form) Assigned by 
/ Associa1e Provosl 
Assoc . Prof. I Coor . , 277 - 6427 1or Academic Affairs 
4 . College or School Faculty 
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction 
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable ) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
(Tille. pasn,on, 1elepnone number) 9. Faculty Senate 
Ed Psy., IFCE , COE 
(DeoanmenV01v1s1on/Program/Branch) 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
Mark appropriate Program: This form is for Educational Psychology 
I• 
r • 
I t, 
I 0 
11 
I ( 
I t, 
I Q. 
I 
D Name oi New or Exis1ing Program 1 I 
Gradu~te Degree Program e:J This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalo : 1 
Undergraduate Degree Program 
y _o..:_ ?~~~~-9~.T~.: ?~lyl_. on page(s) 2 8 7- 2 8 8 9 : m 
Mark appropriate catego~· - ·- ·-· -·- · ·- · - · - · - ·- ·-·-· - ·- · - ·- ·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·- : ~ 
Degree ___ _ 
Typo 
Major 
Minor 
Concentration 
Certificate 
Emphasis 
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NEW: 
D Undergraouate 
degree only 
D 
0 
~ 
D 
D 
o· 
• see New Units policy Guidelines bOok 
. . available trom the ProvoS1's Office. 
REVISION OF: 
D 
D 
D 
D 
• 
DELETION: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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D 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Give exact t.1tle and requirements as they should appear in the cata 
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The University of N ew Mexico 
College of Education 
Office of the Dean 
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DATE: 
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17 February 2000 
Darlene Lucero, Registrar ' s Office 
Student Services Center, Room 261 
Richard van Do~ 
Associate De~ COE Graduate Programs 
Educational Psychology Curricular Forms 
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MEMORANDUM 
We are submitting the following curricular Degree/Program Change forms for review and decision: 
~ 
Eonn B 
Revision of Concentration for M.A. and Ph.D. degrees 
Ed Psy 472/572 
Ed Psy 500 
Classroom Assessment 
Survey of Research Methods in Education 
Ed Psy 502 
EdPsy 607 
Survey of Statistics in Education 
Structural Equation Modeling A\\ ~~ 
furm.A Ed Psy 374 
I\ I 
Deletion of course. ==:f ·- r ~-~ 
Change in course number, description. ~d Psy 501 
~d Psy 504 
~d Psy 505 
vEd Psy 604 
Change in course title, description, credit value of course. / -
Change in course description. 
Change in credit value of course. 
The College's Graduate Committee and the College faculty have approved this change. GIRT and the 
General Library have reviewed these requests. After your review of this curricular package, it should be 
forw~ded to Mariana Ibanez at the Office of Graduate Studies for Faculty Senate Graduate Committee 
act1vuy I am ailabl ili' . · av e to answer questions or fac tate m any way 
RvD:arnr 
Enclosures: 
Form C (1); Fonn B (4); Form A (5) 
ct: 
; hriS!ine McCormick, Division Director, IFCE 
Jan Gamradt, Program Coordinator, Ed Psych 
oe Slevens, COE Graduate Comrninee 
FEB 2 8 2000 
GRADUATE OFF ICE 
UNIVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO 
II 
Overview of Program Cha noes 
Educational Psychology Prog;am 
College of Education 
The proposed program changes are the result of l . 
other College of Education graduated severa years of planning and consultation with 
research methodology and statistical m:~:proJra~s to enhance and refi ne a series of courses in 
taken by students colieoe wi·de Th sdohere by the Educational Psychology program and 
~ - · e propose c anges ·11 11 . · · 
student body more effectively Spec·fi 11 WI a ow us to serve a diverse graduate 
students that plan to be consum. if ca Y, we now offer courses that do not distinguish between 
. ers o research or produ f h 
implement a curriculum tailored to th t d'ffi cers o researc . The proposed changes 
ese wo I erent student populations. 
Form A changes: Five Form A's are ro . . . 
change in title credit value d dp p~sed mcludmg delet.Ion of a course (EDPSY 3 74) · 
' , an gra e option (EDPSY 504)· h · ' 
(EDPSY 505); change in course numbe (EDPSY ~ , c ange m course description 
(EDPSY 604, 4 to 3 units). r 501 to:>] 1); and change in credit value 
Form B changes: Four Form B's . 
to EDPSY 472/572) Tore are proposed. A maJor revision of a deleted course (EDPSY 374 
· e new courses are pro d E 
research, and EDPSY 607 d . . pose , DPSY 500 and 502 for consumers of , an a vanced stat1st1cs s · ffi . course. errunar, o ered twice before as a 593 topics 
Form C request : 
The Form Cr . equest modifies our proQ:ram . 
course numbers and proposed chan ~ EDrequirements for EDPSY majors to reflect the new 
the prog Th · ges. PSY 505 ill b · · ram. ere 1s a reduction of 3 . . w now e required for all M.A. de!Zfees m more sp ·fi · units of elect1 fi h 0 eci c requirement that all · ves or t e Ph.D. maior as a result of the 
maJors must take b h 1 ot 610 and 613 as core courses. 
Resources and Impact: 
We expect the impact of the . 
negligible In fac . . se changes on faculty staffi . 
the new · t we armCipate that the chano . ng, bu~getmg, and resources to be 
offered Fcourse sequences rather than any ap .::,es ~bll result mamly in a "resorting'' of students into 
. or example h prec1a le cha · h 
each Fall I h fu ' we ave recently offered 3 . nge m t e total number of courses 
course EDP;~ e ture _we wiJI offer two sectiont:~t1ons of EDP SY_ 511 Introductory Statistics 
5o2des1gned for consumers of EDPSY 511 with a third section of the new 
research. 
0:170 
A Master of Arts degree with a concentration in Educationa l 
Psychology is offered under both. Plan I ( 30 credi t hours 
required) and Plan II ( 33 credit hours required ) provisions as 
described in other sections of this catalog. All students i n 
either Plan I or Plan II are required to take a core of 15 hours: 
Ed Psy 503, 505, 510, 511 , and 603. 
The Doctor of Philosophy degree with a concentration in 
Educational Psychology requires 90 total graduate credit hours. 
Of these, 24 hours are in a minor field of study and 18 hours are 
for the dissertation. The doctorate requires 36 hours of core 
courses in Ed Psy. 
Ph.D. REQUIRED CORE COURSES 
ED Psy 503 
Ed Psy 505 
Ed Psy 510 
Ed Psy 511 
Ed Psy .574 
Principles of Human Development 
Conducting Quantitative Educational Research 
Principles of Classroom Learning 
Introductory Educational Statistics 
Introduction to Educational and Psychological 
Measurement 
Ed Psy 603 Applied Statistical Design and Analysis 
Ed Psy 604 Multiple Regression Techniques as Applied to 
Education 
-or- Ed Psy 606 Applied Multivariate Statistics 
Ed Psy 610 Seminar in Classroom Learning 
Ed Psy 613 Seminar in Human Growth and Development 
Ed Psy 696 Internship 
-and- 6 hours of electives in Ed Psy 
In addition to the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees, the program encourages 
students from other college of Education or University programs 
to participate in the program through a minor field of study. 
Two minors are offered: 1) cognitive and Psychological Processes 
and 2) Quantitative Methods. Both minors consist of a mimimum of 
24 credit hours of which no fewer than 18 hours are in 
Educational Psychology. Required core courses for the two minors 
are listed below: 
COGNITIVE-PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
Ed Psy 503 
Ed Psy 510 
Ed Psy 610 
Ed Psy 613 
Principles of Human Development 
Principles of Classroom Learning 
Seminar in Classroom Learning 
Seminar in Human Growth and Development 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS 
Ed Psy 505 
Ed Psy 511 
Ed Psy 574 
Conducting Quantitative Educational Research 
Introductory Educational Statistics . 
Introduction to Educational and Psychologica l 
Measurement 
n:1.71 
An Overview of Proposed EDPSY Methodology Course Changes 
(Decision Item for the November 30 COE Meeting) 
Background. The proposed curricular change forms are an update and revision of some of the 
meth~do_logy courses_ offered by the Educational Psychology Program (EDPSY) and represent the 
culmmation of a multi-year process of planning and consultation with faculty college-wide. The 
EDP SY methodolo~ courses serve as core or foundation courses in the curriculum of many 
g:aduate programs m the college. In an attempt to improve these courses and better serve the 
diver_se chentele ~nroll_ing in the courses, the EDPSY faculty began an extensive process of 
meetmg and tal_king with all COE programs in September, 1997. At that time, all graduate 
program coordinators in the college were contacted and asked to provide input on their 
pro 0 ram 's d · · . ::, . nee s, current requlfements, and suggestions for cumcular change. After meeting with 
faculty and programs college-wide, the attached course revisions and changes were designed. In 
the l 998-99 academic year e ag · t d 11 · . . , w am con acte a graduate proo-rams m the college and then met 
with all interested proorams t d. th · . 0 . ::, o iscuss e new cumcular design. The new design represents the 
best efforts of our program f; It t h . acu Y o meet t e needs and concerns expressed by COE faculty and 
students for improvement The atta h d · J h · · . . · c e cumcu ar c anges will be implementeci as soon as 
approvals are received at the colleo-e d · · 1 · • • · . . ::, an uruversity evels. Bamng anv further need for rev1s10n, 1t 
is likely that these changes will take effect Spring Semester. 2001. ., 
What do the Chanoes Acco r h? Th . . 
th dd. · f ,. mp is · ere are several important changes in the proposals. Flfst, 
ot~e: co1tu1orn o t:'llo lnl ew courses_ (E~PSY 500 and 502) along with minor revisions to several 
ses wi a ow us to tailor mstru t" ki d"ffi . . c ion to two nds of graduate students with very 1 erent needs . 1) educational practitio e: · 
producers of educ t. 1 ners, proiesSionals, and research consumers, and 2) a 1ona research In our curr t · l · · f 
students must sha th 1 · en cumcu um, these two very different kinds o re e same c asses meaning th t · · d h needs of either gro Th h . '. a course content 1s not exactly sUite to t e 
up . e emp asis m the consu d · . • 
educational research· th . . mer stran 1s understanding and reading 
, ere 1s no computation or c l l · Th · · d d is the actual calculat· d . . a cu at1on. e emphasis m the pro ucer stran 
ion, use an mterpretat10 f . . 
important change in the '. 1 . . n ° stat1st1cal and research methods. Another cumcu um 1s the mfusio f d · ft 
(SPSS for Windows) in all . n ° mo em, desktop computer-based so ware 
1 appropriate courses and th d 1- f • · · c assrooms and the provision of web-based . . e e 1very o mstrucuon m computer 
mStruct10nal support whenever possible. 
What Are the Specific Changes? The or . . 
the curriculum will cha d · 0 aphical display on the last pao-es show how courses and 
nge un er the present p 1 ° · 1) two new courses fo d . roposa s. The changes are : 
r e ucat1onal practitio e: ·11 
be added, EDPSY 500 Surve O ners, pro1essionals, and research consumers wi 
Understanding Statisti~al Me:h::ducatzonal Research Methods and 502, 
2) EDP SY 501 Jnrrod . m Educational Research 
- 11 , uct1on to Educational St . . . ' PSY 
and will now have EDPSY 500 50 _ atzstzcs, will change i~ number to ED 
pre- or co-requisite ' ) or a comparable course m research methods as a 
3) EDPSY 604 M I .' 
' u hple Regression w·ll h 1 c ange from 4 units to 3 units· 
' 
4) EDPSY 374 will be deleted and replaced by EDPSY 472/572 (Classroom Assessment for 
Teachers) ; 
5) EDPSY 504 will be changed from the mainframe computer to the PC and made more 
flex.jb)e to student needs by allowing variable credit; and 
6) A new advanced course will be added, EDP SY 607 (Structural Equation Modeling) . 
There are no changes being requested to the following, existing methodology courses : 
EDPSY 505, Conducting Quantitative Educational Research; 
EDPSY 574 , Introduction to Educational and Psychological Measurement; 
EDPSY 603 , Applied Statistical Design and Analysis; 
EDP SY -606, Applied Mulhvariaze Statistics; 
EDPSY 651 , Advanced Seminar in Quantitative Educational Research; or 
EDPSY 674, Advanced Educational and Psychological Measurement . 
This results in consumer and producer sequences of courses as listed below as well as a number of 
other courses that serve more specialized needs. Any program or student can choose from these 
sequences the kind and number of courses that suit their students ' needs. 
Sequence 
Consumer 
Producer 
Other Courses 
and Possible Electives 
Courses 
500, 502 
505 , 511 , 603 , 604 606, 607 
472/572 , 504, 574 , 651 , 674 
Units 
Up to 6 units 
Up to 18 units 
Up to 15 units 
Row do I advise Mv Students About These Changes? As soon as college level approvals are 
completed, the EDPSY faculty will prepare an advising and information handout that describes 
the ~ourses and shows example course sequences that may be of interest for students with 
P~mcular interests. The EDPSY program faculty will also meet with all interested pro,?"ams to 
discuss the changes and facilitate your program planning and coordination. The followmg . 
e~amples provide several course sequences that might suit the needs of graduate students with 
different kinds of interests. 
~ me examples of possible course sequences for graduate students with different intere5ts and 
f!reer goals : 
A Master ' s student who is an educational professional and does not plan to produc~ 
research could take EDP SY 500, Survey of Educational Research Methods. If 6 uruts 
were desired the student might also take EDPSY 502 Understanding Statistical Methods 
m Educational Research . ~ 
2 
017?. 
• 
• 
• 
A Ph.D. or Ed.D. student who does not plap to produce research could take EDPSY 500, 
Survey of Educational Research Methods and EDP SY 502, Understa,~ding Stati!tical 
Methods in Educational Research. Additional methods courses that nught be of mterest 
would include EDPSY 472/572, Classroom Assessment for Teachers: EDPSY 574, 
introduction to Educational and Psychological Measurement; or EDP SY 505 
Conducting Quantitative Educahonal Research. 
A Ph.D. student with interests in conducting and producing research might take the 
following sequence: EDP SY 505 Conducting Quantitazive Educational Research; 
EDPSY 511, Introduction to Educational Statistics; EDP SY 603 , Applied Statistical 
Design and Analysis for a 9 unit sequence. A more intensive sequence could add EDP SY 
604, Multiple Regression, EDP SY 606, Applied Multivariate Statistics, EDP SY 607, 
Structural Equation Modeling, or 651, Advanced Seminar in Quantitative Educational 
Research. 
A Ph.D. _student with interests in measurement and assessment could augment the 
sequence above with any of the following courses: EDPSY 472/572, Classroom 
Assessment for Teachers; EDPSY 574, Introduction to Educational and Psychological 
Measurement; or EDP SY 674, Advanced Educational and Psychological Measurement. 
An M.A. student who had been in the consumer strand (500 Survey of Educational 
Research Methods only, for example) who now is pursuing a Ph.D. involving the . 
p~oduct1on of research would simply enter the producer sequence of courses beginning 
with EDPSY 511, Introduction 10 Educational Statistics. In fact, a student can shift from 
one sequence to another at any point as Jong as course prerequisites are met. 
(N.B. It is also the belief of the program faculty that ,. • 1- · d other research h d · • · a grounamg m qua 1tat1ve an 
met o . s is ve'?'. imponant. Most of the example sequences described above could be strengthened 
b addmg additional course work in research methods offered by other programs and departments 
m the COE or uruvers1ty In this d · · ) 
· ocument we limn our discussion to EDPSY courses only. 
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Todd Seidler, Ph.D. 
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As soc i ate Professor 
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ivision . of Physical Per orman 
& Development 
(0epanment/0Ms101'11Program/Brancn) 
ark appropriate Program: 
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Assigned by 
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for Ac.a<1em1c At1airs 
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Form C - Attachment 
Give exact title and requirements as they should ap · th _ . _ pear m c catalog. 
Ph.D. in Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Sport Administration Emphasis 
Ph.D. Requirements* 72 hours + 18 h f di . ours o ssertation 
Required Core Courses 
PE-P 545 Sport Leadership 
PE-P 560 Legal Aspects of Sport 
PE-P 541 Efi?.ics in Sport and Fitness 
PE-P 696 Internship 
Inquiry Skills - Minimum 16 hours re . d 
PE-P 507 Research Design in HPER qwrc 
Ed Psy 501 Intro to Ed Stats 
Ed Psy 603 App Stat Des & Anal. 
Ed Psy 604 Multiple Regression 
EDAD 605 Qualitative Methodology 
or 
:;_:s:c!06 A?plied Multivariate Stats 
Dissertation Seminar 
3 
3 
3 
6 
15 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
1 
Supporting Area Minimum 16 
A24c di h re . re t ours of coursework in a su o . . 
qurred. PP rtin.g area outside of the Division is 
Electives 
l 7 additional credit hours in S . . 
port Adrmrustrati t b • Th on ° e selected with advisor. 
e Ed.D. is not offered . S . . 
m port Administration 
Reasons for Regucst 
l) In the last year fur 
lost thro . . ee new tenure-track f 
since ab~~ ;;tirement. The Sport A~~lty ~ave been hired to replace faculty 
program . d BO. Th~ new faculty felt th ~ation ~rogram has been in place 
of study:;~ er to bnng it up-to-date. S a~it was ~e to review the entire 
reView and :S evolved tremendously P rt Administration is a fairly new field 
edge of Spo~PA=as badly needed in :v~r the last ten years. TI1is curriculum 
strati on programs r er to keep the program on the cutting 
2) In 1993 two of the . across the country. . 
Ad:ministration Inajor prof essiona] or . . 
th Orth Arn '. the National Associatio g;ruzations related to Sport 
encan Soci ty fi n ior Sport d Ph d Process for colleges e . or Sport Man an ysical Education an 
and Uil.iversities that lenient, developed an accreditation 
0 er programs in Soort Administration. 
rm C - Attachment 
Toe proposed curriculum update and program change is necessary to meet the 
standards set by NASPE/NASSM. Currently, only one doctoral and 11 master's 
programs in North America have received this recognition. 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications 
Part of the focus of the long range plan for Sport Administration is to update the 
curriculum in order to place the program on the cutting edge of curriculum 
development for Sport Administration programs across the country. Toe program 
requirements requested will accomplish this as well as placing the program in 
position to meet all accreditation requirements for NASPE / NASSM Program Review . 
The current faculty are teaching the courses requested within load and no further 
faculty or budget are required. 
DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE 
r=osM c 
Date: 10/4/99 
Todd Seidler, Ph.D. 
(Name of 1nd1v1dual innraung curricula , cnange form) 
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4. College or School Faculty ry 
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8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs 
9. Faculty Senate 
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months. 
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• See New Un11s PDl,cy Guide/mes boOI< 
. . available from Ille Provost's Otf,ce. 
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r 1ona1 sheets if necessary). 
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onn C - Attachment 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. 
Master's of Science in Physical Education 
Sport Administration Emphasis 
Master's of Science Requirements - 36 hours 
Plan I - Thesis 
Required Core Courses 
PE-P 507 Rtsearch Design in HPER 
PE-P 539 _Introduction to Sport Administration 
PE-P 548 Financing Sport 
PE-P 561 Risk Management in Sport 
PE-P 541 Ethics in Sport and Fitness 
PE-P 599 Master's Thesis 
PE-P 696 Internship 
Electives 
9 hours Within Physical Education or a 
related area, approved by advisor 
Plan Il - Non-Thesis 
Required Core Courses 
PE-P 507 Research Design in HPER 
PE-P 539 Introduction to Sport Administration 
PE-P 548 Financing Sport 
PE-P 561 Risk Management in Sport 
PE-P 541 Ethics in Sport and Fitness 
PE-P 696 Internship 
Electives 
l 5 hours Within Physical Education or a 
related area, approved by advisor 
~easons for Request 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
27 
36 hours total 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
21 
36 hours total 
l) In the last year, three new tenure-track faculty have been hired to replace facul 
l~st through retirement. The Sport Administration program has been in plac 
smce about 1980. The new faculty felt that it was time to review the entir 
program in order to bring it up-to-date. Sport Administration is a fair} nev. field 
of study and has evolved tremendously over the last ten years. Thi cuniculum 
reView and update was badly needed in order to keep the program on the cu tin 
edge of Sport Administration programs across the country· 
017 
n.,170 
Form C - Attachment 
2) In 1993, two of the major professional organizations related to Sport 
Administration, the National Association for Sport and Physical Education and 
the North American Society for Sport Management, developed an accreditation 
process for colleges and universities that offer programs in Sport Administration. 
The proposed curriculum update and program change is necessary to meet the 
standards set by NASPE/NASSM. Currently, only one doctoral and 11 master's 
programs in North America have received this recognition. 
3) The increase from 32 to 36 credit hours actually does not result in an increase of 
coursework for students. An additional 3 er. hrs of internship were added in 
order to meet the requirements of NASSM, the national accrediting organization 
for Sport Management programs. The other 1 er. hr. was added because almost 
all of our courses are for 3 er. hr. and students often complained that they had to 
take 33 er. hr. to meet the 32 er. hr. requirement. 
-- ··----· . - - ---- ----
Fann C - Attachment 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications 
Part_of the focus of the long range plan for ~port Administration is to update the 
cumculurn in order to place the program on the cutting edge of curriculum 
development for Sport Administration programs across the country. Toe program 
req1:11:1"ements requested Will accomplish this as well as placing the program in 
position to meet all accreditation requirements for NASPE/NASSM Program Review. 
;he current faculty are teaching the courses requested Within load and no further .laculty or budget are required. 
:-.EW MEXICO LEGISLATIVE REQUEST FY 2001-02 
l \ I\ ERSITY OF ' Qt;EST ~ND REC0:'\·1:'\IENDATIONS 
'l \ l\l,\RY OF RE 
Fl \OI \ G REQl IREM~i'it\N 
rRIOIUTY ORDER 
umP<•wioo: 
F3culty 
uff 
\b)rldoad and Base t\djusrmcocs: 
\fam Campus Formula Worlcload 
~hm Campus-Utility Cost AdJustment 
E,tendcd Svc Formula Workload , 
llr:111ch Formula Workload mcludmg Taos 
Health Sciences Center Base Adjustments 
OT 3nd PT ~taster's Programs Support 
HSC-:-.larlcet Salary Adjustments 
HSC-t;navoidable Cost Increases 
Toral Priority II 
111 1 & G Enhaoremeou 
Regents Tuition Adjustment 
lnsututional Support Revision 
Uulity Inflation . 
College of Nursing-Enrollment Expansion 
College of '.'lursmg-12 mo. Salaries 
pcml Educauon in Pediatrics 
Spc:"al Educanon m Trauma1Critical Care 
HS( Library Collecnons 
Los Alamos-Student Services Enhancement 
Valencia-Student Services Enhancement 
Gallup-Student Services Enhancement 
Total Priority Ill 
IV pccial Projects for which "Program Change" 
Fuodior is Bequeuea 
Accessibility Svcs for Disabled 
Toxic Emergency Response program 
c Manufacturing Engineering 
4. NBICU Staff Expansion 
ProJect Collegian Prep 
r Judicial Education Center 
, BBER Census Project 
P~tnc Pulmonary Program Outreach 
unn American Data Base 
Youth Children's Health Center Behavioral Svcs 
Momssey hall 
Bue t\djuumeocs on Special Projects 
al ICU Staff Expansion 
Cancer Center 
Hemoph1ha Program 
Toul Priority IV 
DDITIONAL ITE:'\IS 
Tu10on Crcdu 
RoundmivOther 
fatcndcd Servtce Student Service 
Athleucs 
Out of County Indigent Fund 
Bldg Renewal & Replacement 
und/Pcnnanent Fund Credit 
Tuiaon Credit for Non-Residents for 2 vr schools 
T lllon Wal\er Adjustment · 
Eqwpmcnt Renewal & Replacement 
l.nrcconctled ,..,th OF A 
Grand Total l&G and Special Projects 
11 UNM Request 
11 
,I 
(Revised) 
Amount 
8.343 ,710 
5,997.283 
1,226,944 
851 ,600 
(155,400) 
578,391 
246,000 
573,400 
1.155.600 
0 
0 
4 476 535 
1.196.993 
2,825,200 
294.700 
643,000 
494,800 
796,400 
750,000 
378,900 
53.000 
76.300 
86,300 
0 
7 595 593 
244.000 
478.300 
440,000 
333.300 
128,360 
20,000 
34,430 
150,000 
100,000 
60,500 
150,000 
241,200 
266,800 
296,300 
2943190 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
:·~85.000 i 0 
I ,9 i 4J 3 I I 
¾ 
7,0¾ i 
7.0% : 
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CHE 
Recommendation 
Amount ¾ 
8,343 ,7 10 
5,997,283 
7,00¾ '! 
7.00% ,, 
1,226,944 
990,553 
(155.400) 
578.391 
0 
0 
354,700 
0 
0 
2 995 188 
1.196.993 
825,213 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
52.985 
76,346 
86,320 
0 
2 237 857 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
64,300 
0 
64 300 
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(1 .622.446)4.0¾:IO¾ Med 
15,396 I 
6ss,4oo .I 
74.900 ,, 
300.000 
(556,233) I 
o ·l 
o I 
385,ooo l 
981 .580 
19 874 935 
DFA 
Recommend ation 
Amount 
4.171.855 
l.998.6-11 
I .'.!'.!6,944 
0 
( 155.400) 
578.391 
0 
' 0 
226.000 
0 
0 
1.875,935 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
44,J 18 
63.857 
72.200 
0 
I 80.3 75 
0 
0 
'.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
64.300 
0 
64.300 
¾ 
!I ', 
I 
I 
3.5¾ il 
3.5¾ 1 
! 
1: .662.~06) - 0¾:10•~ Medi 
15.397 
658.400 
74.900 
0 
(853 .52 I) 
0 
0 
75.84S 
0 
0180 
LFC 
Recommend ation 
Amou nt 
8.343. - 10 
5,997.233 
1.226.944 
0 
( 155.400) 
57 .3'11 
0 
0 
126.000 
0 
0 
I 875 .935 
1.081 ,193 
') 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
S2.9 5 
- 6,3J6 
6.::o 
" 1,296. 44 
0 
0 
I) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
) 
v 
0 
0 
J,.~00 
150.000 
(5S6.'.!JJ) 
I 01.1 00) 
(16,4'i-) 
(79.1 ) 
9 I ;•l 
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1 oo•. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
UNM Staff Council and UNM Faculty Senate 
University of New Mexico 
Resolution 2001-
DRAFT DRA FT D RAFT 
Presented to UNM Staff Council, Tuesday January 23, 2001 and to the UNM Faculty Senate 
Tuesday, January 23, 2001. 
SPONSOR: UNM Faculty Staff Benefits Committee 
Author: UNM Staff Council Executive Committee 
WHEREAS: In today's high technology world, education remains a shared human interaction 
with knowledge and thought, and 
WHEREAS student success is highly dependent on the quality of the Faculty and Staff, and 
WHEREAS comparative data clearly show that the Faculty and Staff at all 
New Mexico colleges and universities are, at a minimum, paid 12 % less than their peers, and 
WHEREAS each year higher education institutions are less able to recruit, hire and retain quality 
Faculty and Staff, and 
WHEREAS this threatens Faculty and Staff quality, thereby jeopardizing student success, and 
WHEREAS the Faculty and Staff of the University of New Mexico have continued to serve the 
University professionally for which they are not adequately compensated, and 
WHEREAS Faculty and Staff have proven themselves integral to the mission of the University, and 
WHEREAS the New Mexico Legislature has, in the past, proposed differing salary increases for 
Faculty and Staff, 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the University of New Mexico Faculty Senate and the 
22.. - University of New Mex.icDStaff Council endorse the University of New Mexico's 
23. 
24. 
25. 
administration in their efforts to maintain parity between Faculty and Staff salaries at the 
University of New Mexico, with regard to legislative salary increases from the 2001 New Mexico 
state legislative session. 
